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Abstract I argue for the possibility of substantive aesthetic disagreements in

which both parties speak truly. The possibility of such disputes undermines an

argument mobilized by relativists such as Lasersohn (Linguist Philos 28:643–686,

2005) and MacFarlane (Philos Stud 132:17–31, 2007) against contextualism about

aesthetic terminology. In describing the facts of aesthetic disagreement, I distin-

guish between the intuition of dispute on the one hand and the felicity of denial on

the other. Considered separately, neither of those phenomena requires that there be a

single proposition asserted by one party to an aesthetic dispute and denied by the

other. I suggest instead that many such disputes be analyzed as disputes over the

selection or appropriateness of a contextually salient aesthetic standard.

Keywords Philosophy of language � Disagreement � Aesthetics �
Relativism � Contextualism � Taste

My topic is a new version of an old puzzle. In its most basic and general form, the

puzzle is this: On the one hand, there is no disputing taste. On the other hand, there

is disputing taste. The version of the puzzle I consider goes like this: Consider two

speakers, Alphie and Betty. Alphie utters sentence (1a). Betty utters sentence (1b).

(1) (a) Eggo Waffle Cereal is delicious.

(b) Nuh uh, Eggo Waffle Cereal is not delicious.
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Two intuitive ideas about dialogue (1) are in conflict with each other. On the one

hand, it seems possible that neither Alphie nor Betty is mistaken. On the other hand,

it seems that Alphie and Betty disagree.1

This version of the puzzle has recently been at the center of debates about the

semantics of aesthetic terminology, or as that terminology is sometimes known in

that literature, predicates of personal taste. But the tension between no-fault

aesthetic variation on the one hand, and the possibility of intersubjective evaluation

on the other, has hardly gone unnoticed by philosophers, more broadly. As will

become clear, the linguistic version of the puzzle I consider here is importantly

different from its purely philosophical cousins, not least because the domain has

shifted from aesthetic judgements to the language used to express those judgements.

Nevertheless, the broader tension between the subjective nature of aesthetic taste and

the potential for substantive and even resolvable aesthetic dispute is worth bearing in

mind, and I return to the broader philosophical issues at the end of the paper.

The paper is in six sections. First, I lay out in detail the recent version of the

puzzle and its relevance to theories about predicates of personal taste. Second,

I distinguish two sets of disagreement phenomena and offer a stipulative definition

of disagreement that allows for a more precise discussion of both. Third, I describe

briefly the range of situations that can be classed as disagreements. Fourth,

I consider a simple but widespread disagreement-based argument against contex-

tualism about predicates of personal taste. Fifth, I consider two less common but

more sophisticated disagreement-based arguments against contextualism. Finally, in

Sect. 6 I return to the more general aesthetic puzzle and consider which questions

have and which have not been advanced by progress made on the linguistic front.

1 The puzzle

Recall that the puzzle about dialogue (1) had to do with two conflicting intuitions.

To repeat, those intuitions are that, on the one hand, it seems possible that neither

Alphie nor Betty is mistaken, and on the other, it seems that they disagree. What do

those intuitions have to do with a theory of meaning? Consider the first intuition:

that it is possible that neither Alphie nor Betty is mistaken. If we think that someone

is not mistaken in uttering a sentence, then the most natural conclusion is that the

person has spoken truly. Of course, that inference must be qualified. After all, there

are a number of reasons why a speaker might blamelessly utter something false. She

could engage in a blameless form of insincerity, by playing a game of pretend, for

example. She could attempt to communicate some proposition that contradicts the

literal content of her expression, by being, for example, sarcastic. Or she might

simply utter something false that she had good reason to believe was true.

1 Following Lasersohn (2005), Stephenson (2007), Egan (2007), MacFarlane (2007), and others, I focus

on words like delicious rather than beautiful in order to set aside for the moment as much philosophical

baggage as possible. I leave open the possibility that there is a great deal of heterogeneity within the class

of aesthetic predicates, and that beautiful may be quite different from delicious in other important

respects.
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Nevertheless, it seems possible that none of those circumstances obtain in Alphie

and Betty’s dialogue. On the contrary, it is easy to imagine the discourse occurring

under circumstances where both speakers are sincere and straightforward, and

where both speakers have ample evidence regarding the flavors, textures, and

aromas of Eggo Waffle Cereal. Given those considerations, the dialogue in (1) starts

to look a little bit like the dialogue in (2).

(2) (a) Ivan is tall.

(b) Ivan is not tall.

It is easy to imagine a scenario where the speaker of (2a) has in mind the standards

of a philosophy department while the speaker of (2b) has in mind the standards of a

basketball team. In such a scenario, neither speaker is mistaken, and furthermore,

neither speaker need be insincere or sarcastic. As a result, there is widespread

consensus among linguists2 that the word tall can pick out different properties—

differing in the relevant standard for height—in different contexts. Given that all the

same considerations apply to the dialogue in (1), the natural conclusion is that

delicious can likewise pick out different properties—differing in the relevant

standard of taste—in different contexts.3

The claim that Alphie and Betty pick out different properties with the same word

can explain our intuition that neither is mistaken. But that advantage is undercut by

the second intuition. The second intuition, recall, is that Alphie and Betty disagree

with each other. What can that tell us about a theory of the word delicious? If two

speakers really disagree with one another—as it seems that Alphie and Betty do—

then there must be something about which they disagree. In the absence of some

more complex story, the most natural conclusion is that they disagree over the truth

of the proposition asserted by the first speaker. In other words, something like the

following principle seems to obtain: if two speakers really disagree with each other,

then the propositions they express must be inconsistent. I refer to that principle,

stated a bit more precisely, as Substantive Disagreement, or SD.

Substantive Disagreement: If in a discourse, Speaker A and Speaker B really

disagree with one another, then there is some proposition p such that some

utterance by Speaker A expresses p and some utterance by Speaker B

expresses q, where q entails not-p.4

2 See, for example, Kennedy (1999) and the works cited there.
3 The situation is not quite as simple in the case of deliciousness as it is in the case of height. Speakers

may situate the threshold for tallness differently, but they typically agree on the linear scale along which

that threshold varies. By contrast, speakers may situate the threshold for deliciousness differently along a

single scale, but they may just as easily employ different scales—possibly incommensurable and not

obviously linear—altogether. As I hope will become clear below, these added degrees of freedom are all

to the advantage of the view I defend here. Thanks to Ken Walton for emphasizing this point to me.
4 SD requires that Speaker B’s utterance entail that not-p rather than express that not-p because of

dialogues like the following:

(i) Nobody’s home.

(ii) Nuh uh, John is at home.

Such dialogues are clear cases of disagreement despite the fact that (ii) is not a simple negated form

of (i).
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Why should we find SD plausible? Consider the dialogue in (3).

(3) (a) I’m in Madison.

(b) I’m not in Madison.

Suppose that Alphie utters (3a) while in Madison, while Betty responds over the

phone by uttering (3b) from her home in Ann Arbor. Like the dialogue in (1), the

second expression in this dialogue is the negation of the first. But in dialogue (3) it is

clear that there is no disagreement, despite the fact that (3b) is the negation of (3a).

The difference is that the expressions in (3a) and (3b) contain contextually sensitive

linguistic items: the word I picks out different people depending on the speaker. As

a result, Betty uses (3b) to deny a different proposition than the one asserted by

Alphie via his utterance of (3a). So the proposition expressed by Alphie is consistent
with the proposition expressed by Betty. Looking to SD, we can observe that despite

the similarities between the sentence Alphie utters and the sentence Betty negates,

the propositions they express are consistent, and therefore Alphie and Betty do not

disagree with one another.

Now consider dialogue (1) again. If Alphie uses delicious to express the

proposition that Eggo Waffle Cereal has property F, and Betty uses delicious to

express the proposition that Eggo Waffle Cereal does not have property G—where

G is distinct from F—then the contents of their respective utterances are consistent.5

But if the propositions they expressed were consistent, it would follow by SD that

Alphie and Betty do not disagree about Eggo Waffle Cereal. But they do disagree.

So, Alphie and Betty must pick out the same property with their uses of the word

delicious.

Arguments much like the one above have recently been proposed by linguists and

philosophers advancing relativist semantic theories.6 According to these linguists

and philosophers, contextualism about predicates of personal taste—the view that

predicates of personal taste pick out different properties on different occasions of

utterance—explains the first intuition at the expense of explaining the second. That

is to say, contextualists can explain the intuition that neither speaker in a dispute

about taste is mistaken. But their explanation of that intuition denies them an

explanation of the intuition that speakers in such a dispute are disagreeing.

In response to this dilemma, the relativist proposes, not just an alternative

semantics for predicates of personal taste, but a revision to the framework in which

such theories are constructed. The details vary, but each relativist proposes some

mechanism by which the truth values of sentences are relative, not only to a context

of utterance, but also to a judge or context of assessment.7 Given this radical

departure from standard frameworks, it is worthwhile investigating the motivation

5 Of course, certain choices of F and G could still guarantee that the propositions are inconsistent. Those

are not the properties we have in mind however. In the cases that are relevant, F will be a property like

delicious-for-Alphie and G will be a property like delicious-for-Betty.
6 See, for example, Lasersohn (2005) and MacFarlane (2007). Both are discussed in more detail below.

For similar argumentation, see Stephenson (2007), and, in a related domain, Egan et al. (2005).
7 See von Fintel and Gillies (2008) for a generalized discussion of relativist proposals.
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for this family of proposals. With that in mind, I focus on the motivating argument

for relativism and the phenomenon that drives that argument: disagreement.

2 Definition of disagreement

The principle SD makes reference to situations where speakers disagree with one

another, but there are at least two candidates for the relevant set of situations. On the

one hand, there are situations where two speakers feel that they are in engaged in

some form of dispute. On the other, there are situations where linguistic denial—

marked in English by expressions such as nuh uh, nope, or no it isn’t—is licensed as

a felicitous move in the conversation.8 The two phenomena often go together, but

not always. The choice of which phenomenon is relevant to SD will determine

whether that principle has any plausibility.

In dialogue (1), the two phenomena go together. It is natural to interpret Alphie

and Betty’s discourse as a dispute, and furthermore, it is felicitous for Betty to

respond to Alphie by denying what he said. But taking oneself to be in conflict with

one’s interlocutor is not a sufficient condition for the felicity of linguistic denial.

Consider the dialogue in (4):

(4) (a) I like Dave.

(b) I don’t like Dave.

For the speaker of (4b), it is infelicitous to assert the content of her utterance in the

form of a denial of (4a):

(5) #Nuh uh, I don’t like Dave.9

Nevertheless, any number of other indicators of conflict are entirely felicitous.

(6) Well, I don’t like Dave. In fact I think you’re dead wrong about him.

Suppose we allow the speakers to make it even clearer that they take themselves to

be at odds:

(7) (a) I like Dave.

(b) Well, I don’t like Dave at all. In fact I dislike him intensely. Let’s change

the subject to something we can agree about.

8 As van der Sandt and Meier (2003) observe, denials need not take the form of negative sentences.

In response to (i), for example, (ii) is a perfectly effective denial.

(i) The cat is not on the mat.

(ii) Yes he is. The cat is on the mat.

Most of my examples of denial involve negative sentences, but nothing in my argument depends on that

fact.
9 The expressions nuh uh and nope are well suited to this discussion because they do not bias the question

of which feature of an utterance is being objected to. No I don’t, no it isn’t, and similar expressions

explicitly target the propositional content of the utterance by negating a shortened version of the same

expression, and are therefore less useful. Some English speakers do not have clear intuitions about the

felicity of nuh uh. Such speakers may find nope more familiar, and are welcome to substitute it for nuh uh
throughout the paper.
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Even when it is made exceedingly clear that the speakers take themselves to be at

odds, linguistic denial remains infelicitous:

(8) #Nuh uh, I don’t like Dave at all. In fact I dislike him intensely. […]10

It may be that any situation where denial is felicitous is an occasion where speakers

take themselves to be at odds. But cases where speakers take themselves to be at

odds, yet cannot felicitously deny one another’s assertions are not only possible, but

common and natural. In that way, the two phenomena come cleanly apart. Because

they are distinct, any discussion of disagreement must clarify which phenomenon is

intended. One might be tempted to avoid this ambiguity by allowing SD to retain its

present formulation, in which it requires simply that two speakers ‘‘really disagree’’.

But that formulation cannot do the work for which SD is intended. If the word

‘‘really’’ is doing any work here, it would seem to suggest that the disagreement is

one in which the object of dispute is the truth of the proposition expressed by one of

the speakers. In other words, a disagreement between two speakers is real only if the

expressions uttered by the parties to the disagreement are inconsistent. But the

consistency of the expressions uttered is precisely what is at issue. The application

of SD in its original form is therefore question begging.

So, given that reference to the notion of ‘‘real disagreement’’ is in this instance

question begging, and that disagreement is in any case ambiguous between two sets

of phenomena, which of the two phenomena should form the basis of SD? Suppose

we choose the intuition of conflict:

Substantive Disagreement*: If in a discourse, Speaker A and Speaker B take

themselves to be in conflict, then there is some proposition p such that some

utterance by Speaker A expresses p and some utterance by Speaker B

expresses q, where q entails not-p.

What does the revised principle predict? Consider again dialogue (4), repeated here

as (9):

(9) (a) I like Dave.

(b) I don’t like Dave.

Insofar as the speakers of (9a) and (9b) can take themselves to be in conflict—and

we’ve seen that that’s pretty far—SD* predicts that the proposition expressed in

(9b) must entail that the proposition expressed in (9a) is false. But that prediction is

clearly wrong. The proposition that the speaker of (9a) likes Dave is consistent with

the proposition that the speaker of (9b) does not like Dave. To be clear, I do not

mean to claim that there is no proposition at all forming the basis of this dispute. In

the case of dialogue (9), the proposition that Dave is a nice guy might play just such

a role. However, SD* is meant to license inferences about the semantics of the

expressions actually uttered in the dispute. If disputes can focus on unexpressed,

background propositions—as may be the case in dialogue (9)—then those

inferences fail. The point only applies more strongly if disputes such as those in

10 Following the convention of the semantics, pragmatics, and philosophy of language literatures, I use #
to indicate pragmatic infelicity.
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(9) do not focus on propositions at all—if, for example, they represent some general

aversion to differing attitudes. Either way, SD* is false, and any argument that

requires it is unsound.

Suppose then that we let SD refer instead to the other phenomenon associated

with disagreement—the felicity of linguistic denial.

Substantive Disagreement**: If in a discourse, linguistic denial is a felicitous

move for Speaker B in response to an utterance by Speaker A, then there is

some proposition p such that Speaker A’s utterance expresses p and Speaker

B’s utterance expresses q, where q entails not-p.

What kinds of predictions does SD** make?11 Let’s begin by considering some

clear cases.

(10) (a) The cat is on the mat.

(b) Nuh uh, the cat is not on the mat.

In dialogue (10), it is easy to imagine that the speakers take themselves to be at

odds. More importantly for our purposes, linguistic denial is a perfectly felicitous

move for the speaker of (10b). Given that second fact, SD** predicts that the

proposition asserted by the speaker of (10a) should be inconsistent with the

proposition asserted by the speaker of (10b). That seems to be the right prediction.

What about the other cases we’ve considered so far? Consider dialogue (3)—

repeated here as (11)—and yet again dialogue (4)—repeated here as (12).

(11) (a) I’m in Madison.

(b) I’m not in Madison.

(12) (a) I like Dave.

(b) I don’t like Dave.

The dialogues differ insofar as we can imagine the parties to dialogue (12) taking

themselves to be in conflict, while it is harder to imagine the parties to dialogue (11)

feeling that way. Nevertheless, the two dialogues have in common that the second

speaker cannot felicitously express the content of her utterance in the form of a denial:

(13) #Nuh uh, I’m not in Madison.

(14) #Nuh uh, I don’t like Dave.

Given that denial is not felicitous, SD** makes no prediction about the propositions

expressed. That leaves us free in each case to say that—whether or not the speakers

are in conflict—the contents of their expressions are consistent. That seems to be the

11 SD** cannot be quite right as stated because of dialogues like the following.

(i) I think it’s raining.

(ii) Nuh uh, it is not raining.

As (i)–(ii) show, denials can target the embedded clause of a propositional attitude claim. (See von

Fintel and Gillies (2008) for a discussion). Having noted this phenomenon, I assume that SD**, a

principle I hope to critique for other reasons, could be tweaked to account for these data, and set this issue

aside.
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right result. If there’s a principle here to be used in the relativists’ arguments, SD**

seems to be the most plausible candidate.

Because the principle based on intuitions of dispute is false, and because

the principle based on felicity of denial has some plausibility, I propose to use the

felicity of denial in a stipulative definition of disagreement. What I propose is the

following definition:

Disagreement ¼df The relation between speakers that licenses linguistic denial

By defining disagreement in this way, I do not intend to repudiate other uses of

disagreement. Say, for example, that denials turn out to be licensed in some

situations where it seems that speakers are ‘‘talking past’’ one another. There is a

well entrenched usage of disagreement on which such speakers are not disagreeing

with each other. Nevertheless, I will not use the term that way. Even in talkings past,

there is a sense in which speakers do disagree with each other. They might describe

the situation in retrospect by saying, ‘‘We were disagreeing with each other, but it

turned out to be stupid.’’ The advantages of using the term my way are clarity

(achieved by means of stipulation), and the ability to investigate the different kinds
of disagreement, without fearing the intuitive but vague and potentially question-

begging specter of ‘‘real disagreement’’. I argue in fact that a number of different

relations between speakers license linguistic denial. If I’m right, then the conclusion

is that there are varieties of disagreement. Some disagreements may be worth

engaging in; some may turn out not to be. It is easy enough to describe the

circumstances picked out by other uses of the term; nothing in my arguments rests

on these terminological decisions.12

3 Varieties of disagreement

So the question at hand now is what kinds of relation must obtain between speakers

for linguistic denial to be a felicitous conversational move. The most familiar form

of disagreement in discourse is exemplified in dialogue (10), repeated here as (15):

(15) (a) The cat is on the mat.

(b) Nuh uh, the cat is not on the mat.

In such a situation, Speaker A asserts a proposition that Speaker B believes to be

false. In response, Speaker B asserts the complement of the proposition expressed

12 One issue with the above definition is that because it focuses on the felicity of denial exclusively, it

rules out some cases of conflicting attitudes. (Disputes like that in (4) (I like Dave/I don’t like Dave) do

not qualify as disagreement on the definition above). Issues like this do not undermine my argument,

however. The felicity of denial on the one hand and our intuitions of conflict on the other are the

phenomena standing in need of explanation. So long as a semantic theory can explain the patterning of

those two things, it does not matter which particular combination of phenomena we refer to as

disagreement. The definition I employ here is useful because it provides a particularly clear way to

explore the felicity of denial which serves as the basis of a usable version of SD if anything does. The

question of what disagreement really means is an interesting project in lexical semantics or conceptual

analysis, but it is not my project here. See Cappelen and Hawthorne (2009) for a nice discussion of

various uses of disagreement.
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by Speaker A. Closely related cases involve pairs of propositions that are

inconsistent, even if the second utterance is not a simple negation of the first:

(16) (a) No one is home.

(b) Nuh uh, John is at home.

(17) (a) The box is all red.

(b) Nuh uh, it is partly blue.

Disagreements like (15) through (17) have to do with the truth of the propositional

content asserted in one utterance and denied in the other. For that reason, I refer to

this paradigmatic kind of disagreement as Content Disagreement.
Are there other kinds of disagreement besides Content Disagreement? An utterance

carries many kinds of information beyond the literal content of the expression uttered.

It has entailments, presuppositions, implicatures. Even the manner in which a

proposition is expressed carries information about the speaker and the language being

spoken. Each of these modes of information transfer could potentially underlie a

dispute between speakers. The dialogues in (16) and (17) show that disagreements

over entailments can. But what about the other forms of information that can be carried

by an utterance? Can disagreement over less familiar modes of information transfer

license linguistic denial? In almost every case, the answer is yes. The following

examples should give some sense of the range of denial-licensing disputes.

3.1 Presupposition disagreement

(18) (a) John remembers going to college.

(b) Nuh uh, John never went to college.

3.2 Implicature disagreement

(19) (a) Todd has four kids.

(b) Nuh uh, Todd has five kids.

(20) (a) Gary ate some crackers and went to bed.

(b) Nuh uh, he went to bed and ate some crackers.

(21) (a) Céline produced sounds closely corresponding to the National Anthem.

(b) No she didn’t, she sang the National Anthem.

3.3 Manner disagreement

(22) (a) Roger won the game 40 to zero.

(b) Nuh uh, he won it 40-love.

(23) (a) Pedants correct the [pro-noun-ciation] of others.

(b) No they don’t. They correct the [pro-nun-ciation] of others.
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In all of these cases, the dialogues not only generate the intuition that the speakers

are in conflict, but they also make denial a felicitous conversational move.13 This

despite the fact that none of them of them reflect disputes over the ordinary

propositional content of the expressions uttered. Furthermore, in the cases of

Implicature and Manner Disagreement, the semantic value of the second expression

is not even inconsistent with the semantic value of the first. These cases should

therefore cast serious doubt on SD**.

In defense of SD**, it might be argued that participants in dialogues like (18)

through (23) can be aware that their disagreement is about something other than the

proposition expressed. In cases of Manner Disagreement in particular, it is at least

plausible to think that speakers might know that their conflict does not concern the

literal content of their utterances. If non-content disagreements are indeed easily

identified as such—as perhaps manner disagreements are—then SD** could still

prove useful, provided it is applied with discretion. But the transparency of Manner

Disagreement is not shared by all forms of disagreement. Consider two final

varieties: Character Disagreement and Context Disagreement.14

3.4 Character disagreement

(24) (a) Burgers come with chips.

(b) No they don’t. Burgers come with french fries.

(25) (a) I have arthritis of the thigh.

(b) No you don’t. Arthritis is a joint condition.

(26) (a) Secretariat was a great athlete.

(b) No he wasn’t. He was a horse.

In the first dialogue, suppose that the speaker of (a) is British and the speaker of (b)

is American. In the second dialogue, suppose that speaker of (a) is from a

community that consistently uses the word arthritis to refer to sore muscles and let

13 I ignore here the distinction between descriptive negation and metalinguistic negation, described in

Horn (1989), ch. 6. That distinction must play an important role in a complete discussion of the various

categories of disagreement. However, it does not affect my arguments here. Metalinguistic negation is

non-obligatory in many cases of Presupposition and Implicature Disagreement, including (18), (19), and

(20). In cases of Character and Context Disagreement, discussed below, it is not even permitted. If recent

work, such as van der Sandt and Meier (2003) is correct—a question on which I remain neutral—then

there is no distinction, and the point is moot.
14 Two notes on naming the categories of disagreement. First, Character Disagreement is of course

meant to invoke character in the sense of Kaplan (1989). This is to emphasize that character

disagreements concern those aspects of word meaning that do not vary from context to context, but it is

not to commit myself to the details of a Kaplanian understanding of word meaning and metasemantics.

Secondly, as I discuss below, cases of Character Disagreement involve speakers who disagree about what

the character of a word is, or should be. Likewise, cases of Context Disagreement involve speakers

disagree about what the linguistically relevant features of the context are, or should be. By contrast, in

cases of Content Disagreement, speakers do not disagree about what the content is; rather they disagree

about whether the content is true. This disanalogy aside, I think the labels effectively flag the important

features of the categories they name.
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the speaker of (b) be an ordinary English-speaking doctor. Finally, in the third

dialogue, let the speaker of (a) be a person who uses the word athlete to refer to any

animal that engages in sport, and let the speaker of (b) be a person who uses it to

refer exclusively to people that engage in sport.

In cases of Manner Disagreement, it was clear that the disputes rested on purely

linguistic grounds. In cases of Character Disagreement, it can be much harder to

draw the line between linguistic and non-linguistic facts. If we look only at

dialogues like (24)—a clear case of talking past—we might be tempted to think that

these disputes rest purely on misunderstandings about language. But in (25) and

(26), the question is much less clear. Certainly, the question of whether arthritis is a

muscle or joint condition is an empirical, non-linguistic issue. Nevertheless, the

question of what a speaker uses the sounds to refer to is an empirical

linguistic issue: one that in (25) has been settled by stipulation. Yet despite my

stipulation, it’s hard to imagine the speakers of (25a) and (25b) treating their dispute

as a mere talking past. Even if the linguistic facts were revealed to them, it seems

unlikely that the doctor would happily assent to the truth of (25a). If the dispute

were purely, unambiguously linguistic—if this talking past were a mere talking

past—it would be hard to understand the doctor’s reluctance. Finally, what are we to

say of the speakers in (26)? On the one hand, I’ve stipulated that they use the word

athlete differently, making their dispute center on a semantic issue. On the other

hand, the only difference between them seems to be whether they think non-humans

can be athletes, a question that is not obviously about language.

As these considerations show, in cases of character disagreement, it can be

extremely difficult to draw the line between a dispute about non-linguistic facts, and

a normative dispute about how one should use one’s words. Fortunately for me,

I won’t have to settle this question either way. For my purposes, three less

controversial points are important: First, cases of Character Disagreement can

generate the feeling of conflict in speakers. The Secretariat case, for example, was

originally observed by Peter Ludlow, who heard the argument—and it was an

argument—taking place on sports radio.15 Second, cases of Character Disagreement

do license linguistic denial. Whether the dispute turns out to be a mere ‘‘talking

past’’ or something deeper, denial is in every case here a perfectly felicitous move in

the conversation. Finally, cases of Character Disagreement are potentially difficult

to differentiate from perfectly ordinary cases of Content Disagreement. If, for

example, the speaker of (24a) happened to lack the phonological patterns

characteristic of British English, one could imagine the dispute carrying on for

some time before the speakers realized its true nature. The same point applies all the

more strongly to the latter two disputes, which go well beyond mere talkings past.

The fact that cases of Character Disagreement are so difficult to distinguish from

cases of Content Disagreement is a serious problem for the defender of SD**. If the

defense of SD** relies on the accuracy of speaker intuitions regarding the true

nature of a dispute, then cases of Character Disagreement show that it cannot

succeed.

15 Ludlow (2008).
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3.5 Context disagreement

Consider now one last form of disagreement, a category that will be useful in

responding directly to the relativist’s anti-contextualist arguments. Recall the

dialogue in (2), repeated here as (27):

(27) (a) Ivan is tall.

(b) Ivan is not tall.

Originally we imagined that the two speakers were in different contexts: one in a

philosophy classroom and the other on a basketball court. What we found was that

tall picked out different standards of height in the two contexts. Because of this

property, speakers who already know the salient standard can learn from a use of

tall about an object’s height. But things can run in the other direction too. Chris

Barker describes these so-called metalinguistic or sharpening uses:

Normally, (1) will be used in order to add to the common ground new

information concerning Feynman’s height:

(1) Feynman is tall.

But (1) has another mode of use. Imagine that we are at a party. Perhaps

Feynman stands before us a short distance away, drinking punch and thinking

about dancing; in any case, the exact degree to which Feynman is tall is

common knowledge. You ask me what counts as tall in my country. ‘‘Well,’’

I say, ‘‘around here,…’’ and I continue by uttering (1). This is not a descriptive

use in the usual sense. I have not provided any new information about the

world, or at least no new information about Feynman’s height. In fact,

assuming that tall means roughly ‘having a maximal degree of height greater

than a certain contextually-supplied standard’, I haven’t even provided you

with any new information about the truth conditions of the word tall. All

I have done is given you guidance concerning what the prevailing relevant

standard for tallness happens to be in our community; in particular, that

standard must be no greater than Feynman’s maximal degree of height. The

context update effect of accepting (1) would be to eliminate from further

consideration some candidates for the standard of tallness. My purpose in

uttering (1) under such circumstances would be nothing more than to

communicate something about how to use a certain word appropriately—it

would be a metalinguistic use. (Barker 2002, p. 1)

Barker goes onto argue that metalinguistic uses of gradable adjectives like tall are

not only possible, but common.16 In fact he argues that almost any use of a vague

predicate produces some context-sharpening effect, in addition to whatever other

information is conveyed.

16 This usage of metalinguistic is not to be confused with other uses in philosophy of language—for

example, discussions of Stalnaker’s metalinguistic or metasemantic understanding of semantic matrices.

See Stalnaker (1978).
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If context sharpening is a commonly available mode of conveying information,

then a natural prediction is that such information is a possible focus of dispute. That

prediction turns out to be accurate. Consider (27) again, but let the circumstances be

more like those Barker imagines. Gramma has asked Alphie what counts as tall in

this area. Alphie responds by uttering (27a), referring to Ivan, who is standing in

clear sight of all parties to the conversation. It is easy to imagine Betty disagreeing

with Alphie and uttering (27b). In fact, she could quite naturally assert that content

in the form of a denial of Alphie’s utterance:

(28) Nuh uh. Ivan is not tall.

Alphie and Betty’s disagreement cannot be about Ivan’s height; after all, Ivan is

standing right in front of them. What they disagree about is what context they are in.

In particular, they disagree about what level of height is the salient standard for

tallness.17 In cases like this, there are two ways to describe Alphie and Bettie’s

context-based disagreement. On the one hand, we could suppose that there are

independent facts about the linguistically relevant features of the context, and that

Alphie and Bettie’s disagreement is a factual dispute over what the context actually

is. On the other hand, we could suppose that the linguistically relevant features of

the context are in some ways up for grabs, and that Alphie and Betty offer

competing proposals for what the context should be.

This difference is worth exploring, but again, for my purposes, three less

controversial points are important.18 First, like cases of Character Disagreement,

cases of Context Disagreement can easily generate speaker intuitions of conflict.

And, second, as (28) shows, that conflict can license linguistic denial.19 Finally,

cases of Context Disagreement—like cases of Character Disagreement—differ from

ordinary content disagreement in subtle and esoteric ways. Betty, for instance,

might happily describe the situation without any indication that anything was out of

the ordinary.

(29) Alphie and I were disagreeing about whether Ivan was tall.

A philosopher or linguist might be anxious to clarify Betty’s description, but it is

hardly obscure why she describes things as she does. The more general point is that

speakers cannot be relied upon for accurate judgements about the nature of their

disagreements. A defense of SD** that relies on the accuracy of those judgments

can therefore not succeed.

17 In the framework of dynamic semantics, Barker gives a formal analysis of how this information is

conveyed. However only the existence of sharpening uses matter for my purposes.
18 Setting that difference aside means, among other things, that my arguments here are entirely consistent

with, but do not require, a single-scoreboard type view of the kind introduced in DeRose (2004) and

discussed in MacFarlane (2007).
19 For those keeping track, both Character Disagreement and Context Disagreement seem totally

incapable of licensing metalinguistic negation. Although in some ways they reflect disputes about

language, they only make available the most robust, proposition-denying (as opposed to assertibility-

denying) form of negation. Insofar as the distinction is sound, that fact may play some role in explaining

speaker blindness about the nature of such disputes.
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4 The basic anti-contextualism argument

The wide diversity of denial-licensing disputes has important consequences for the

puzzle about predicates of personal taste. As a reminder of how the disagreement-

based anti-contextualism argument goes, consider the following two formulations:

Lasersohn (2005):

[The context dependent] solution cannot be right […] because of the relation

between contents and contradiction […]. If I say ‘‘Roller coasters are fun,’’

and you say ‘‘No, roller coasters are not fun,’’ on this analysis, you are not

contradicting me, because the negated sentence doesn’t express the same

content for you as it does for me. In effect, my utterance means roller coasters

are fun for me, and your utterance means roller coasters aren’t fun for you, and

there is no conflict or contradiction between those at all—indeed, there is no
reason to think we disagree in any way, on this analysis. (Lasersohn 2005,

pp. 649. Emphasis mine.)

MacFarlane (2007):

If in saying ‘‘apples are delicious’’ I am saying that they taste good to me,

while in saying ‘‘apples are not delicious’’ you are denying that they taste good

to you, then we are no more disagreeing with each other than we would be if

I were to say ‘‘My name is John’’ and you were to say ‘‘My name is not John’’.

Intuitively, though, it does seem that we are disagreeing. We certainly take
ourselves to be disagreeing. I may say, ‘‘Wrong!’’ or ‘‘That’s false’’—neither

of which would be appropriate if you had said explicitly that apples taste good

to you. (MacFarlane 2007, p. 18)

Both authors argue that on the contextualist account there is no reason to think that

speakers engaged in a dispute about taste are disagreeing with each other. Their

basis for that claim is the fact that according to the contextualist, there is no single

proposition that is asserted by one speaker and denied by the other. In other words,

the basis for their claim is the principle I’ve called SD.20

20 MacFarlane introduces a principle very much like SD, called Accept/Reject, and in fact rejects it

almost immediately. However, his reasons for rejecting it are orthogonal to the issue here, and the

principle that replaces Accept/Reject is similar to SD in the respects that matter. MacFarlane observes

that Accept/Reject fails to allow for the relativization of propositional truth to times and to worlds. He

goes on to replace Accept/Reject with an alternative principle, Can’t Both Be Accurate, not subject to that

problem. According to the improved principle, for there to be a disagreement it must be that ‘‘(a) there is a

proposition that one party accepts and the other rejects, and (b) the acceptance and the rejection cannot
both be accurate.’’ (p. 24, emphasis MacFarlane’s) MacFarlane’s notion of accuracy in turn builds in

sensitivity to times and to worlds: an acceptance of a proposition is accurate just in case the proposition is

true at the circumstance of evaluation relevant to the assessment of the acceptance. Despite this added

nuance, MacFarlane’s principle requires precisely the thing that I argue is unnecessary: that a real

disagreement involve some single proposition the acceptance or rejection of which is literally expressed
(as opposed to implicated or expressed metalinguistically) by the speakers. For that reason, the objections

I’ve raised to SD speak directly to MacFarlane’s anti-contextualist argument, despite his rejection of

Accept/Reject. Thanks to John MacFarlane (pc) for highlighting this issue.
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As we saw in Sect. 2, the form of SD that relies on the intuition of conflict—cases

where, as MacFarlane would say, ‘‘we certainly take ourselves to be disagreeing’’—

is untenable. As for the version that relies on the felicity of denial, any dispute from

the categories of Implicature Disagreement, Manner Disagreement, Character

Disagreement, or Context Disagreement provides a clear counterexample. Dis-

agreement from any of those categories license denial, despite the fact that the

speakers express mutually consistent propositions.21

The upshot of these observations is that neither of the non-question-begging

versions of SD is tenable. Any argument premised on SD is therefore unsound.

From the fact that speakers disagree—whatever we take disagreement to be—it

simply does not follow that the speakers literally express inconsistent propositions.

What the failure of SD gives us first is a burden shifting argument: There is no

special reason to doubt that contextualism can handle disagreement data. Disputes

that do not require inconsistent propositions are common, diverse, and, often

enough, not easily distinguishable from disputes that do. If an anti-contextualist

wishes to make some specific set of disagreement data problematic, she is obliged to

argue that the disagreement at hand requires the expression of inconsistent

propositions; that is to say, she is obliged to show that the disagreement at hand falls

into the category of Content Disagreement, or possibly Presupposition Disagree-

ment, but not into any of the categories Implicature, Manner, Character, or Context

Disagreement. But of course, if she succeeds in doing so, then she has already

shown by other means that the relevant contextualist thesis is false.

What the failure of SD gives us down the road is the basis for a positive

contextualist account of disputes about taste. The first thing to observe about such

an account is that it will be disjunctive. Because disagreement data themselves

divide into two categories, there are two distinct phenomena to be explained:

intuitions of aesthetic conflict, and the felicity of the denial of aesthetic claims.

Consider first the intuition of conflict. When Alphie and Betty argue about Eggo

Waffle Cereal, they take themselves to be disagreeing. How can contextualism

account for that fact? As we’ve seen the fact that two speakers take themselves to

disagree does not require that they express inconsistent propositions. So consider the

simplest contextualist analysis of the dialogue in (1), which makes it roughly

equivalent to (31):

(31) (a) Eggo Waffle Cereal tastes good to me.

(b) Eggo Waffle Cereal does not taste good to me.

Relativists like Lasersohn and MacFarlane point out, correctly, that denial would be

infelicitous in responses like (32):

(32) #Nuh uh, Eggo Waffle Cereal does not taste good to me.

21 One caveat: depending on how contextual parameters are actually set in discourse, cases of Context

Disagreement may or may not provide examples of just this type. In (27a) and (27b), if Alphie and Betty’s

intentions to use tall in a certain way are enough to determine the proposition they’ve actually expressed,

then Alphie and Betty have indeed expressed mutually consistent propositions. If the parameter is set in

some more complicated way, that could turn out not to be the case.
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However, because they do not distinguish between the felicity of denial and the

intuition of conflict, they fail to note that such dialogues can nevertheless be part of

heated disputes:

(33) Well, Eggo Waffle Cereal does not taste good to me. What’s wrong with you?

You might as well drink a bottle of fake maple syrup. Can’t we agree about

anything?

For the contextualist then, the conflicting attitudes that the speakers express is all

that is required to explain their ‘‘taking themselves to disagree’’. The fact that in

expressing their opposing attitudes they fail to express inconsistent propositions is

irrelevant.

What’s left for the contextualist to explain is the second phenomenon: the fact

that unlike in (31), denial is licensed in Alphie and Betty’s original dispute. At this

point, the analogy between delicious and tall is again helpful. In the original tall
case, we imagined two speakers in two different contexts, with no disagreement.

But later, in the discussion of Context Disagreement, it turned out that

metalinguistic uses of tall are not only possible, but, according to Barker,

ubiquitous. Disagreements turning on those uses should likewise be entirely natural,

and as we saw, constructing such disputes involves an entirely straightforward

extension of Barker’s original example. It seems natural then to extend the

metalinguistic analysis of tall disputes to disputes about taste. A detailed Context-

based account of aesthetic disputes is beyond the scope of this paper largely because

of the issue I raised earlier—the question of whether context disputes are about what

the context is, or rather what the context should become. That is an issue I prefer to

remain neutral on for the time being, largely because I think that the proper theory

will involve a bit of both, and saying just what the distribution should be is a paper

in itself. Nevertheless, it is possible to set that issue aside and still give a rough

sketch of what any Context-Disagreement based account would look like.

As Lasersohn himself points out, the contextualist need not tie predicates of

personal taste to the speaker exclusively. The salient standard might be the standard

of some group, though that group will under most circumstances at least contain the

speaker and other parties to the conversation.22 Taking the simplest version of such

a group-standard view, a version on which the group standard represents the

intersection of the tastes of the various group members, let us suppose that Alphie

utters (1a) with a group standard in mind.23 The standard will be sensitive to the

tastes of individuals other than Alphie; but Alphie’s tastes still factor in. What he

expresses then, is the proposition that, according to the standards of that group,

Eggo Waffle Cereal is delicious. Now Betty, whose personal standard of

deliciousness is not satisfied by Eggo Waffle Cereal, similarly expects her own

standards to be included in the salient group standard. She therefore has good reason

to reject Alphie’s utterance; after all, she knows that it is false that Eggo Waffle

22 It turns out that containing the speaker is not a strict requirement. That said, such cases present no

problem for the contextualist, so I set them aside. See DeRose (1991) for discussion.
23 There are available to the contextualist more sophisticated versions of group-standard views. See, for

example, Glanzberg (2007). The strongest defense of contextualism will show that even the simplest

version of the group-standard view is immune to the relevant criticisms, so I set those views aside here.
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Cereal satisfies the group standard determined by the intersection of Alphie’s and

her own tastes. In the original case then, the contextualist does not even need to

appeal to metalinguistic usage.24 Given each speaker’s natural assumption that the

group standard involves themselves and other parties to the conversation, Alphie’s

utterance is false and Bettie knows it.

But what if the order is reversed? Suppose Betty utters (34a) and Alphie responds

with (34b):

(34) (a) Eggo Waffle Cereal is not delicious.

(b) Oh yes it is!

As Lasersohn points out,25 a similar story cannot apply in this case, since Alphie

knows—in virtue of Betty having said what she does—that any group standard

involving both parties to the conversation is not satisfied by Eggo Waffle Cereal.

But the contextualist is not out of options at this point. In addition to its descriptive

effects, Alphie’s utterance has metalinguistic effects regarding the appropriate

usage of delicious. In particular, his utterance conveys the information that in the

present context, the relevant standard is (or at least should be) such that Eggo Waffle

Cereal does satisfy it. This account not only makes sense of the fact that Alphie and

Betty disagree, but it also suggests—accurately, I think—that Alphie in (34b) is

being more belligerent than Betty in dialogue (1). In (1), Betty points out that

Alphie is mistaken in his claim about how the group standard rates Eggo Waffle

Cereal. In (34) by contrast, Alphie intentionally excludes Betty from that group.

I think this may explain why, in the original version of this case, Lasersohn felt it

necessary to include an exclamation mark. Alphie’s response is considerably less

natural without it.26 Whatever the intensity of the dispute in (34), the dispute

belongs, along with metalinguistic disputes about tallness, in the category of

Context Disagreement. And as was demonstrated in Sect. 3, disputes belonging to

that category are capable not only of feeling like disputes, but also of licensing

linguistic denial.

5 Advanced anti-contextualism arguments

For the contextualist then, ordinary disputes about taste present no problem at all.

Some can be described as simple cases of Content Disagreement, while others can

be described with reference to Context Disagreement, a form of dispute the

existence of which is well motivated by data from philosophically more innocent

domains. However, both Lasersohn and MacFarlane attempt to cut off the later kind

of explanation by turning to another kind of data. Although their arguments are

24 Though the contextualist can appeal to metalinguistic usage even in these simple cases. It may be that

in practice disputes can go either way.
25 Lasersohn 2005, p. 651.
26 Similar explanations apply if we opt for more sophisticated versions of the group-standard story. If the

group standard is an idealized one, for example, we might say that Alphie, knowing full well what Betty’s

actual tastes are like, suggests that an idealized standard must be insensitive to those tastes. Such an

explanation posits a parallel disanalogy between (1) and (34) as that suggested above.
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superficially quite different, both try to make trouble for Context Disagreement

analyses by considering disputes at some remove from an actual conversation.

I consider MacFarlane’s argument first. MacFarlane is interested cases such as

the following:

When I was ten, I used to go around saying ‘‘fish sticks are delicious’’ (and

meaning it!). Now I say ‘‘fish sticks are not delicious.’’ It seems to me that I

disagree with my past self. But I am not involved in a conversation with my

past self. (MacFarlane 2007, p. 20)

The difference between MacFarlane’s fish stick case and the cases of disagreement

we’ve considered so far is of course that in the fish stick case, there is no

conversation—and thus no conversational context to fight about. MacFarlane’s

point is that context disagreement explanations of disputes about taste require a

conversational context. That means they cannot apply in cases of disagreement

where there is no conversation.

Recall however that MacFarlane never distinguishes between the two kinds of

disagreement data: the intuition of conflict, and the felicity of denial. If we consider

the two kinds of disagreement phenomena separately, it becomes clear that

MacFarlane’s case presents no problem for the contextualist. Recall that in Sect. 4,

disagreement about context was called into explain, not the intuition that Bettie and

Alphie disagreed with each other, but rather the fact that in their conversation,

linguistic denial was a felicitous move. Note however that the licensing of denial is

a moot point in MacFarlane’s case, for the very reason that he raises it: there is no

conversation. With no conversation occurring between the parties to the disagree-

ment, there is no denial licensing to be explained, and therefore no need for the

context disagreement solution.

That leaves to be explained the other kind of disagreement phenomenon: the

intuition of conflict. MacFarlane is right that there is some kind of conflict between

his present self, and his previous, fish-stick-liking self. But as we’ve seen, that kind

of intuition does not require that inconsistent propositions be expressed. Again, the

simplest version of contextualism predicts that young MacFarlane and old

MacFarlane’s utterances are roughly equivalent to (35) and (36).

(35) Fish sticks taste good to me.

(36) Fish sticks don’t taste good to me.

MacFarlane is right that no context disagreement story could apply here, since the

utterance of (35) takes place many years before the utterance of (36). But the

context disagreement story was never required to explain the intuition of conflict. So

long as there is a conflict of attitudes, speakers can perceive themselves to be at

odds.

(37) Fish sticks don’t taste good to me. I can’t believe I used to like them. Now

that I’ve experienced real seafood, I can see what a rube I was!

As (37) shows, and as (4), (6), (7), (31), and (33) showed before it, the intuition of

conflict carries no requirement that speakers express inconsistent propositions. As
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long as speakers express conflicting attitudes, the consistency of the propositions

expressed is irrelevant.27 The contextualist therefore has all the resources she

requires to explain the pattern of intuitions MacFarlane observes. Where she

requires the context disagreement explanation, it applies. Where it does not apply,

she does not require it.

Lasersohn’s argument musters a different kind of case, but operates on the same

principle as MacFarlane’s. Lasersohn is interested in reports of disagreement, like

that in (38).

(38) John thinks that roller coasters are fun, but Mary thinks that roller coasters

are not fun.

Lasersohn points out that (38) sounds like a report of a disagreement. But, he

claims, the contextualist cannot predict that reading.

To support his claim, Lasersohn gives two arguments. The first argument relies

on a well known bit of semantic speculation: Kaplan’s ban on monsters, i.e.

semantic operators that shift the context. Lasersohn argues that if predicates of

personal taste make indexical reference to a contextually salient standard, and if

logical operators that shift the context are impossible, then the contextualist cannot

make the correct prediction about (38). I’d like to avoid getting into a long

discussion of the ban on monsters. I note however that the ban has lately come into

question from a number of sources,28 and that even if we take it for granted, the ban

on monsters cannot possibly do the work Lasersohn wants it to do here. Lasersohn

argues that given the ban on monsters, the contextualist must predict that (38) can

only be read in one of the following two ways:

(39) John thinks that roller coasters are fun-for-John, but Mary thinks that roller

coasters are not fun-for-John.

(40) John thinks that roller coasters are fun-for-Mary, but Mary thinks that roller

coasters are not fun-for-Mary.

If those really were the predictions the contextualist were forced to make, this would

be bad for the contextualist. But they are not. The first thing to note is that if we are

taking the ban on monsters seriously, we cannot merely disallow shifting the

contextually salient standard between the two clauses; we must disallow shifting the

standard in any way at all. The only available reading should thus be (41):

(41) John thinks that roller coasters are fun-for-the-speaker-of-(41), but Mary

thinks that roller coasters are not fun-for-the-speaker-of-(41).29

27 Why situations like this generate the intuition of conflict is a question that I don’t have the answer to.

(See Gibbard (2008), Schroeder (2010), and Egan (2010) for discussions of attitude-based disagreement).

Fortunately, for my purposes it makes no difference why we have those intuitions. It is enough to observe

that we do have them across a wide range of cases where speakers express mutually consistent

propositions.
28 See, for example, Schlenker (2003) and Anand and Nevins (2004).
29 Thanks to Thony Gillies for emphasizing this point to me.
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If the ban on monsters applied to contextually variable adjectives in the same way

it applies to normal indexicals, then (41) would be the only reading the

contextualist could predict for (38). But the ban, if it is to be at all plausible, cannot

possibly apply in that way. Again, the comparison with the gradable adjective tall
is helpful.

(42) Sneezy the Dwarf thinks that Ivan is tall, but Michael Jordan thinks that Ivan

is not tall.

There is a natural reading of (42) on which the beliefs being reported are Sneezy’s

belief about whether Ivan is tall by Sneezy’s standards, and Michael Jordan’s belief

about whether Ivan is tall by Michael Jordan’s standards. The contextually variable

semantics of gradable adjectives like tall are well established. The mistake here is to

think that Kaplan’s ban on monsters prevents any contextually variable term from

exhibiting any sensitivity to local linguistic context.30 Words like tall shift easily to

take on the standards that are made relevant by local features of the expression.

There is therefore no reason at all to think that if words like fun are similarly

contextually sensitive, they could not do the same thing. That leaves the

contextualist free to predict a more natural reading for (38), one on which John’s

belief is about funness-for-John, and Mary’s belief is about funness-for-Mary.

Setting aside the monsters argument—and Lasersohn himself acknowledges that

the ban is not universally accepted—the remaining argument is strikingly similar to

the arguments we’ve encountered already.

Of course there are non-Kaplanian semantic theories which allow operators to

shift the context…. But simply allowing the context to shift during the

sentence will not solve this problem, as long as these context shifts alter the

contents of the subordinate clauses. If we interpret the first subordinate clause

relative to John, and the second one relative to Mary, then [(38)] will not

report John and Mary’s thoughts as contradicting each other, contrary to

intuition. (Lasersohn 2005, p. 661)

Because the contextualist proposes that the uses of delicious in the two clauses are

relative to different sets of standards, there is no way for her, according to

Lasersohn, to predict our intuition that John and Mary’s thoughts conflict with each

other. This is the same SD-based argument we encountered earlier, and as we’ve

seen, it is unsound, whatever form of SD is intended.

6 The puzzle, redux

Supposing that something like the contextualist story is right, what can we now say

about the more general puzzle? One thing we’ve made sense of is how two speakers

30 For an even simpler example of such sensitivity, consider ‘‘John put the rough lens on the smooth

table.’’ Clearly, standards for gradable adjectives must be able to shift over the course of a sentence.

(Thanks to Andy Egan, who attributes the example to Ned Hall). See Cappelen and Hawthorne (2009) for

more discussion of this type of example.
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who each say something true can nevertheless take themselves to disagree. Making

sense of that possibility goes a long way towards explaining how aesthetic disputes

can sometimes seem so defective, and other times seem entirely legitimate. Even

when each speaker utters a true proposition, their utterances can carry different

messages about the aesthetic standards being applied. In such a situation, neither

speaker utters a falsehood, and in that sense, neither is mistaken. Nevertheless, there

is a real point of contention between them.

But those conflicting messages also point to an aspect of the aesthetic puzzle that

remains, emphatically, open. When two speakers disagree over what the relevant

aesthetic standards are, or what the relevant aesthetic standards should be, what is

there to adjudicate their dispute? The fact that on this picture those suggestions are

transmitted metalinguistically does not make the question of adjudication any

easier. To make the point vivid, suppose, with a nod to Hume, that Alphie utters

(43a) and Betty replies with (43b):

(43) (a) The poetry of John Ogilby is even more beautiful than the poetry of John

Milton.

(b) No it isn’t. The poetry of John Ogilby is not as beautiful as the poetry of

John Milton.

By positing indexical reference to a range of aesthetic standards, the contextualist

can offer a range of explanations for the disagreement in (43). And given the many

directions that our aesthetic disputes take in real life, it is all to the advantage of the

contextualist that there are a variety of accounts available. What those accounts

don’t provide, however, are the resources to decide who is right. Alphie’s claim,

after all, is meant to be crazy. To be sure, the contextualist is not committed to

claiming that Alphie’s utterance is sane. After all, there are more ways to be wrong

than to say something false. Alphie’s claim might be true, but true in virtue of

referring to an outrageous set of standards. The question of what it is that makes

those standards outrageous, however, remains unanswered.
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